
Lecture 14: Introduction to generalized
mixed-effects models

26 November 2007

In this lecture we’ll learn the following:

1. an introduction to mixed-effects modeling;

2. the multivariate normal distribution (in the middle).

1 Introduction to mixed-effects modeling

1.1 High-level motivation

In the (generalized) linear models we’ve looked at so far, we’ve assumed that
the observations are independent of each other given the predictor variables.
However, there are many situations in which that type of independence does
not hold. One major type of situation violating these independence assump-
tions is cluster-level attributes: when observations belong to differ-
ent clusters and each cluster has its own properties (different response mean,
different sensitivity to each predictor). We’ll now cover mixed-effects
(also called multi-level) models, which are designed to handle this type of
mutual dependence among datapoints. Common instances in which mixed-
effects models can be used include:

• Education-related observations (e.g., vocabulary) made of students have
multiple clusters at the level of city, school, teacher, and student;

• Observations related to linguistic behavior are clustered at the level
of the speaker, and speaker-specific attributes might include different
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baseline reading rates, differential sensitive to construction difficulty,
or preference for one construction over another;

• Different sentences or even words may have idiosyncratic differences in
their ease of understanding or production, and while we may not be
able to model these differences, we may be able model the fact that
there is incidental variation at the sentence or word level.

This lecture will introduce mixed-effects models, building on the mathe-
matical tools you have acquired throughout the course, and then will cover
a case study of mixed-effects linear models.

1.2 Technical introduction

Recall that we’ve looked at linear models, which specify a conditional prob-
ability density P (Y |X) of the form

Y = α + β1X1 + · · ·+ βnXn + ε (1)

and thus α +β1X1 + · · ·+βnXn is deterministic given a choice of {Xi}. Fur-
thermore, we moved from linear models to generalized linear models (GLMs)
by specifying (a) a link function between the predicted mean µ and the
linear predictor η:

l(µ) = η = α + β1X1 + · · ·+ βnXn (2)

and (b) an error distribution function specifying a probability distri-
bution around the predicted mean:

p(y; µ) =
1√

2πσ2
e
−(y−µ)2

2σ2 (Normal) (3)

P (y; µ) = e−µ µy

y!
(Poisson) (4)

P (y; µ) =

(
n

yn

)
µyn(1− µ)(1−y)n (Binomial) (5)
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We will now add one more wrinkle. In the generalized linear models we
have seen so far, the linear predictor is entirely deterministic given a choice
of {Xi}. In multilevel modeling, we introduce a stochastic component to the
linear predictor:

η = α + β1X1 + · · ·+ βnXn + b0 + b1Z1 + · · ·+ bmZm (6)

where the {Zi} are predictor variables just like the {Xi} (in fact, they can be
and often are the same predictor variables), but the vector 〈b0, b1, . . . , bm〉 ≡
~b is stochastic and follows some joint probability distribution. The linear
predictor is often split into two components: the fixed effects α+β1X1 +
· · ·+ βnXn, and the random effects b0 + b1Z1 + · · ·+ bmZm. In principle,
~b can have any distribution, but most work considers only the situation in
which it follows a multivariate normal distribution.

1.3 The multivariate normal distribution

We never got around to covering the multivariate normal distribution
early on in class, but we need it for mixed-effect modeling so we’ll do it now.
We’ll start with just a 2-dimensional, or bivariate, distribution. Whereas
the univariate (1-dimensional) normal distribution was characterized by two
parameters—mean µ and variance σ2—the bivariate normal distribution is
characterized by two mean parameters (µX , µY ), two variance terms (one for
the X axis and one for the Y axis), and one covariance term showing the
tendency for X and Y to go together. The three variance and covariance
terms are often grouped together into a symmetric covariance matrix as
follows: [ σ2

XX σ2
XY

σ2
XY σ2

Y Y

]
Note that the terms σ2

XX and σ2
Y Y are simply the variances in the X and Y

axes (the subscripts appear doubled, XX, for notational consistency). The
term σ2

XY is the covariance between the two axes. cbind(),
function(),
outer(),
dmvnorm()

library(mvtnorm)

sigma.xx <- 4

sigma.yy <- 1
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Figure 1: Two-dimensional multivariate normal distributions, without &
with X-Y correlation

sigma.xy <- 0 # no covariance

sigma <- matrix(c(sigma.xx,sigma.xy,sigma.xy,sigma.yy),ncol=2)

old.par <- par(mfrow=c(1,2))

x <- seq(-5,5,by=0.25)

y <- x

f <- function(x,y) {

#cat("X: ", x,"\n")

#cat("Y:", y," \n")

xy <- cbind(x,y)

#cat("XY: ", xy,"\n")

dmvnorm(xy,c(0,0),sigma)

}

z <- outer(x,y,f)

persp(x, y, z, theta = 30, phi = 30, expand = 0.5, col = "lightblue",

ltheta = 120, shade = 0.75)

contour(x, y, z, method = "edge",xlab="X",ylab="Y")

par(old.par)

# do the same thing again with sigma.xy <- 1.

# Max sigma.xy for this case is 2

1.3.1 Multivariate normal distributions in three dimensions

In three dimensions, the shape of a multivariate normal distribution is char-
acterized a 3×3 symmetric positive-definite variance-covariance matrix, con-
sisting of three variances (the diagonals on the matrix) and three pairwise
covariances between the variables. For example, Figure 2 shows three views
of an ellipse characterized by the following variance-covariance matrix: 1 1.5 1

1.5 5 3
1 3 9


The code used to compute Figure 2 is given below:
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(a) x− y view (b) x− z view (c) y − z view

Figure 2: Three views of a 3d ellipsoid corresponding to equiprobable iso-
clines of a multivariate normal distribution.

> library(rgl)

> plot3d(ellipse3d(matrix(c(1,1.5,1,1.5,5,3,1,3,9),3,3)),

xlim=lim, ylim=lim,zlim=lim,col=2)

> # spin the ellipsoid around with the mouse to get the correct angles

> rgl.snapshot("ellipse_3d_xy_view.png")

> rgl.snapshot("ellipse_3d_xz_view.png")

> rgl.snapshot("ellipse_3d_yz_view.png")

To calculate the pairwise correlations between the variables, we use the iden-
tity (see Lecture 4):

ρXY =
Cov(X, Y )√

V ar(X)V ar(Y )
(7)

giving us correlations ρXY = 0.67, ρXZ = 0.33, ρY Z = 0.45. Note that the
“widest” 2D ellipse view is not the one that has the highest correlation coef-
ficient. This is because the ratio of the variances in the different dimensions
also plays an important role in determining the shape of the ellipse.

1.3.2 Multivariate normal distributions of higher dimension

Multivariate normal distributions of dimension n are characterized by an
n × n variance-covariance matrix Σ similar to those used in Sections 1.3
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and 1.3.2. If Σ is invertible then the multivariate normal probability density
function is1

p(x; µ, Σ) =
1

(
√

2π)
n
2 |Σ|−1 e−

1
2
(x−µ)T Σ−1(x−µ) (8)

In the one-dimensional case, Σ = σ2 and n = 1; check for yourself that the
multivariate normal reduceds to the univariate normal (Lecture 3, Section 4)
in this situation.

1.4 Back to multilevel linear models

We’ll start with a study of multilevel linear models. Substituting the linear
predictor straight into Equation (3) gives us a model of the form

Y = α + β1X1 + · · ·+ βnXn + b0 + b1Z1 + · · ·+ bmZm + epsilon (9)

where ~bis multivariate-normal distributed around 0 with some covariance
matrix Σ, and ε is normally distributed (independently of ~b) around 0 with
some variance σ2.

1.5 Multilevel linear models: a simple example

Let us consider the case where there are no predictor variables, just a fixed
intercept and a random intercept. This type of model is easier to understand
when rooted in a concrete example. Suppose that a phonetician conducts
a longitudinal study of the pronunciation of the syllable “ba”, recruiting M
native speakers of English and recording each speaker once a week for N
weeks. In each case, the phonetician computes and records the F1 formant
of the pronounced syllable. Now, no two recordings will be exactly alike, but
different individuals will tend to pronounce the syllable in different ways—
that is, there is both within-individual and between-individual variation in
F1 formant from recording to recording. If we denote the F1 value for the jth
recording of speaker i as yij, then our simple linear model looks as follows:

This gives us a model that looks like:

1|Σ| denotes the determinant of Σ.
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Figure 3: A multilevel linear model with two levels of normally-distributed
noise around the mean. The S i represent speaker-level means, and O ij

represent trial-level observations.

yij = µ + bi + εij (10)

where the bi are i.i.d. with variance σ2
b , and the εij are i.i.d. with variance

σ2
ε . Figure 3 gives a visualization of this two-level generative process. The

individual speakers correspond to clusters of trial-level observations.

1.6 Fitting a multilevel model: theory

The multilevel model above is an example of a latent-variable model:
we have postulated a set of speaker-specific mean formant frequencies at
µ + b1, . . . , µ + bM , but we cannot observe those speaker-specific means. All
we can do is to observe a number of noisy observations centered around these
means. How we fit our multilevel model to a set of data depends on whether
we are interested in recovering speaker-specific properties of trial clusters.
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On the one hand, we may not be interested in estimating cluster-level
model parameters b, but rather are primarily interested in the fixed effects
β and the relative amount of variance associated with clusters as opposed
to with individual observations—that is, estimating both sigma2 and Σ.
Circumstances under which this would be the case include if we are primarily
interested in testing hypotheses regarding some subset of the fixed effects;
or if we are interested in making predictions about data coming from new
clusters that we have not yet observed. In this case, maximum-likelihood
estimation is a reasonable strategy. However, because we are not interested
in the b parameters we marginalize over them; hence the quantity we wish
to maximize is the marginal likelihood of the fixed effects and variance
terms:

Lik(β, σ2, Σ; ~x) =

∫ ∞

−∞
P (~x|b, β, σ2, Σ)P (b|σ2, Σ)db (11)

On the other hand, we may be interested in estimating model parame-
ters associated with specific clusters. This could be the case if, for example,
our phonetician wanted to predict the next formant frequency that one of
the study participants will produce. In this case we would be interested in
simultaneously estimating all the effect parameters β and b, and also the
covariances σ2 and Σ. Unfortunately, this type of inference can be quite
computationally intensive, and the necessary software is not as well devel-
oped. However, the lme4 library has some facility for providing estimates of
the b parameters as well.2

1.6.1 Fitting a multilevel linear model: practice

First we’ll follow an example given in Baayen section 7.1. The question under
investigation is whether there’s support for an effect of trial on RT in a lexical
decision experiment. We start using the lexdec dataset, pruning extremely
high RTs and incorrect answers from the data, and then plot lowess fits of
RT against trial number for each subject (Figure 4):

2We won’t enter here into the details of how maximum-likelihood estimation is actually
carried out for multilevel models: following it involves fairly sophisticated multivariate
calculus. If you are interested, I suggest brushing up on your knowledge of matrix theory
for linear regression (reading perhaps Healy, 2000 and then Rice, 1995, Section 14.3 before
diving into Pinheiro and Bates, 2000, Chapter 2.
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Figure 4: Result of xylowess.fnc() on reading times

> lexdec1 <- subset(lexdec,RT < 7 & Correct=="correct")

> xylowess.fnc(exp(RT) ~ Trial | Subject, lexdec1)

Now we fit a mixed-effects model. We start with random intercepts of word
and subject:

> lexdec1.lmer <- lmer(exp(RT) ~ Trial + (1 | Subject) + (1 | Word),

method="ML",data=lexdec1)

> lexdec1.lmer

Linear mixed-effects model fit by maximum likelihood

Formula: exp(RT) ~ Trial + (1 | Subject) + (1 | Word)

Data: lexdec1

AIC BIC logLik MLdeviance REMLdeviance

18889 18911 -9441 18881 18878

Random effects:

Groups Name Variance Std.Dev.

Word (Intercept) 1836.7 42.857

Subject (Intercept) 7016.6 83.765

Residual 9470.4 97.316

number of obs: 1557, groups: Word, 79; Subject, 21

Fixed effects:

Estimate Std. Error t value
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(Intercept) 613.17267 19.86768 30.863

Trial -0.12174 0.05308 -2.294

Correlation of Fixed Effects:

(Intr)

Trial -0.281

Hypothesis testing for fixed effects in mixed-effects models is still somewhat
controversial, but the t-statistic of -2.294 gives fairly good support for an
effect of trial.

Let us now draw our attention from the fixed effects, which we under-
stand relatively well already, to the random effects. What is reported is not
the specific subject- and word-specific intercepts—remember, these are being
marginalized over—but rather the variances. Our resulting model, for the
RT of subject i responding to word j in trial t, is as follows:

RTij = 613.17− 0.12t + bsi
+ bwj

+ εij (12)

bsi
∼ N (0, 7017) (13)

bwj
∼ N (0, 1837) (14)

bεij
∼ N (0, 9470) (15)

(16)

Recall that variance of independent random variables (as are the bsi
, bwj

,
and εij, by assumption) is additive, so that we can literally say that the
contribution of subject- and word-specific effects to the stochastic variance
in per-trial RT is nearly as large (8854) as the residual variance (9470).

1.6.2 Hypothesis testing for significance of random effects

We can use likelihood-ratio tests for testing the significance of a random-
effects component in the model:

> lexdec1.subjonly.lmer <- lmer(exp(RT) ~ Trial + (1 | Subject),

method="ML",data=lexdec1)

> anova(lexdec1.subjonly.lmer,lexdec1.lmer)

Data: lexdec1

Models:
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lexdec1.subjonly.lmer: exp(RT) ~ Trial + (1 | Subject)

lexdec1.lmer: exp(RT) ~ Trial + (1 | Subject) + (1 | Word)

Df AIC BIC logLik Chisq Chi Df Pr(>Chisq)

lexdec1.subjonly.lmer 3 19021.0 19037.0 -9507.5

lexdec1.lmer 4 18889.3 18910.7 -9440.7 133.63 1 < 2.2e-16 ***

Not surprisingly, there is exceedingly strong support for random word-specific
intercepts—after all, no word-specific properties have been included in the
model, and the random intercept is the only way for the model to include an
explanatory effect of this sort. Perhaps equally unsurprisingly, there is also
substantial evidence for subject-specific intercepts:

> lexdec1.wordonly.lmer <- lmer(exp(RT) ~ Trial + (1 | Word),

method="ML",data=lexdec1)

> anova(lexdec1.wordonly.lmer,lexdec1.lmer)

Data: lexdec1

Models:

lexdec1.wordonly.lmer: exp(RT) ~ Trial + (1 | Word)

lexdec1.lmer: exp(RT) ~ Trial + (1 | Subject) + (1 | Word)

Df AIC BIC logLik Chisq Chi Df Pr(>Chisq)

lexdec1.wordonly.lmer 3 19585.3 19601.4 -9789.6

lexdec1.lmer 4 18889.3 18910.7 -9440.7 697.97 1 < 2.2e-16 ***

This
More interestingly, we can test whether different subjects exhibit different

dependencies on trial. We construct a new model with a random slope for
trial:

> lexdec1.trialrandom.lmer <- lmer(exp(RT) ~ Trial + (1 + Trial | Subject)

+ (1 | Word) ,method="ML",data=lexdec1)

> lexdec1.trialrandom.lmer

Linear mixed-effects model fit by maximum likelihood

Formula: exp(RT) ~ Trial + (1 + Trial | Subject) + (1 | Word)

Data: lexdec1

AIC BIC logLik MLdeviance REMLdeviance

18856 18889 -9422 18844 18839

Random effects:

Groups Name Variance Std.Dev. Corr
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Word (Intercept) 1.8732e+03 43.28024

Subject (Intercept) 1.2253e+04 110.69270

Trial 1.8858e-01 0.43425 -0.716

Residual 9.0542e+03 95.15345

number of obs: 1557, groups: Word, 79; Subject, 21

Fixed effects:

Estimate Std. Error t value

(Intercept) 615.0985 25.3626 24.252

Trial -0.1380 0.1082 -1.275

Correlation of Fixed Effects:

(Intr)

Trial -0.702

Note that the t-statistic for the fixed effect of Trial has dropped to the low
value of -1.3. In this model there is no support for a fixed effect of trial.
However, the subject-specific random slope of Trial has a non-trivial variance,
and importantly is strongly negatively correlated with the subject-specific
random intercept. First we use a likleihood-ratio test to check whether this
is a significant improvement over the model with only a fixed effect of trial:

> anova(lexdec1.lmer,lexdec1.trialrandom.lmer)

Data: lexdec1

Models:

lexdec1.lmer: exp(RT) ~ Trial + (1 | Subject) + (1 | Word)

lexdec1.trialrandom.lmer: exp(RT) ~ Trial + (1 + Trial | Subject) + (1 | Word)

Df AIC BIC logLik Chisq Chi Df Pr(>Chisq)

lexdec1.lmer 4 18889.3 18910.7 -9440.7

lexdec1.trialrandom.lmer 6 18856.4 18888.5 -9422.2 36.913 2 9.646e-09 ***

Adding the random slope of Trial leads to a considerable improvement in the
model. Now let us go back and interpret the negative correlation between the
subject-specific intercepts and Trial slopes. The negative correlation means
that when a subject reads slowly overall, they tend to speed up more over
the course of the experiment. If we go back to Figure 4 we can see that this
is a reasonable inference: the slowest readers are T2 and V; T2 shows the
strongest evidence of speeding up throughout the experiment. J also shows
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Figure 5: Random slopes plotted against random intercepts (BLUPs)

strong evidence of a speedup; and their reading overall is not the fastest
either.

We can look more directly at the model’s reconstruction of this by con-
sidering the Best Linear Unbiased Predictors (BLUPs) of the random

effect, defined as the modes of the random effects ~b conditioned on the esti-
mates of the fixed effects (Figure 5):

b̂ ≡ arg max
b

Lik(b|~x, β̂)

> plot(ranef(lexdec1.trialrandom.lmer)[[2]])
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